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Abstract
This paper presents the implementation of
Machine Translation (MT) between Lam-
bani, a low-resource Indian tribal language,
and English, a high-resource universal lan-
guage. Lambani is spoken by nomadic
tribes of the Indian state of Karnataka
and there are similarities between Lambani
and various other Indian languages. To
implement the English-Lambani MT sys-
tem, we followed the transfer learning ap-
proach with English-Kannada as the par-
ent MT model. The implementation and
performance of the English-Lambani MT
system are discussed in this paper. Since
Lambani has been influenced by various
other languages, we explored the possibil-
ity of getting better MT performance by
using parent models associated with re-
lated Indian languages. Specifically, we
experimented with English-Gujarati and
English-Marathi as additional parent mod-
els. We compare the performance of three
different English-Lambani MT systems de-
rived from three parent language models,
and the observations are presented in the
paper. Additionally, we will also explore
the effect of freezing the encoder layer and
decoder layer and the change in perfor-
mance from both of them.

1 Introduction
Machine Translation started way back in the
1950s as a way to bridge the communication
gap. The techniques are broadly classified in
three types (a) Rule-Based Machine Trans-
lation(RBMT) (Charoenpornsawat et al.,
2002) (b) Statistical Based Machine Transla-
tion(SMT) (Zens et al., 2002) and (c) Neural-
based approaches (NMT). Warren Weaver cre-

Figure 1: Distribution of Lambani language in the
state of Karnataka

ated the first computer-generated Machine
Translation (Hutchins, 1997) during the 1980s
by using Statistical methods using ’Shannon’s
Information Theory’ (Stone). In the last cou-
ple of years, neural-based Machine Transla-
tion has achieved state-of-the-art performance
where large amounts of parallel data are avail-
able. With the introduction of the encoder-
decoder-based architecture (Eriguchi et al.,
2016; Vaswani et al., 2018), there was a surge
of interest and a lot of research has been con-
ducted. However, it was quickly realized that
these initial systems require a huge amount
of data to get a performance close to that
of a SMT system. (Koehn, 2009). Trans-
fer learning has proved successful for low re-
source settings (Yi et al., 2018; Tits et al.,
2019; Maimaiti et al., 2019; Imankulova et al.,
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2019) and achieves higher translation perfor-
mance. In this paper, we will specifically be
focusing on NMT although transfer learning
has been used for SMT in the past. Specif-
ically for low-resourced languages SMT seem
to give better performance in case of domain
mismatch (Kumar et al., 2018)

In this paper, we focus on Lambani language
(Chandramouli and General, 2011) which is
generally spoken by the banjaras (Varady,
1979; Childers et al., 2003) and study how the
language draws its influence from various other
languages. We show how morphological sim-
ilarity can improve the performance of a lan-
guage. We focus on three different languages
and how are they related to Lambani. How-
ever, it is a major challenge to collect a large
amount of data for languages which are not
spoken by a lot of people. Despite the recent
emphasis on low resource languages, we are
not aware of any research that has done any
work in the Lambani language.

The paper is organized as follows. A sum-
mary of the background work is given in sec-
tion 2. The proposed approach is explained in
section 3. The details of the dataset used are
given in section 4. The effect of layer freezing
is presented in Section 5.

2 Background

In this section we give an overview of the trans-
fer learning approach in the context of Ma-
chine Translation.

2.1 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning was first conceptualized in
2016 (Do and Ng, 2005; Zoph et al., 2016) and
was mainly used for the text classification task.
Transfer learning is the transfer of knowledge
from one model to another. We apply the same
concept in our work for MT between various
languages.

2.2 Transfer learning in Machine
Translation

(Zoph et al., 2016) used transfer learning
for MT between four languages, viz. Uzbek,
Hausa, Turkish, and Urdu. In the paper, the
parent model was trained on a high-resource
data set and the model parameters were
transferred to the low-resource setting. By

using this method Zoph et al. were able to
improve the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
score by an additional 5 to 6, on average. In
the case of Urdu, we see the largest change
in BLEU score from 5.2 to 13.5 was seen in
case of English to Urdu MT. An increase in
BLEU score of 16 was observed in case of a
Spanish to English MT when transfer learning
approach was used with English to French as
the parent model Based on the above results
we can be sure that using transfer learning
we get a performance improvement. Also the
study showed that performance depends on
the proximity of the languages.

(Kocmi and Bojar, 2018) in 2018 explored a
very similar scenario where they have trained
multiple parent models having no relations
between them. By this method, the child
model was performing significantly better
as compared to baseline models. In the
paper, the improvement was also noticed for
unrelated languages that are languages that
don’t show any similarities like Czech and
Estonia. There was an improvement of +3.38
BLEU for the EN-ET pair when EN-CS was
taken as the parent model. This is in direct
contradiction with what Zoph et. al (Zoph
et al., 2016) reported that more related the
models are better will be the translation.
The paper also explored completely unre-
lated languages like Arabic and Russian,
Although there were some improvements,
the gains are very small (+0.49 to +0.78).
Therefore, compared to the baseline models
it is preferable to do the transfer learning
from the related parent model to target model.

(Maimaiti et al., 2021) tried to improve the
performance of transfer learning models by in-
corporating lexicon information as well as lexi-
cal embedding of low-resource child languages.
In this work, the parent model was trained us-
ing a hybrid approach where the lexical in-
formation was shared between the parent and
child model before fine-tuning. Using this
method, there was an improvement in BLEU
score of +0.25 on the Azerbijan-Chinese child
pair and an improvement of +0.38 on the Farsi
to Chinese language pair. But the method of
incorporating the lexical information doesn’t
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give better performance with morphologically
poor language.

3 Proposed Approach

In this proposed work we will first train a
parent pair containing a large number of
sentences for a given number of iterations and
then switch to the child language pair without
changing any of the hyperparameters. Then
subsequently the performance is improved by
freezing some of the layers where weights of
some layers are frozen.

Transfer learning in Machine translations
was first proposed by (Zoph et al., 2016). We
will be applying the same principle in this
work . The Lambani language has no script of
its own and it is generally written in Kannada
script. Whereas, Marathi and Gujarati gener-
ally follow Devanagari script. To avoid script
mismatch we will be transliterating both
Marathi and Gujarati to Kannada script. To
the best of our knowledge this work demon-
strates the effectiveness of transfer learning
for very low resource Indian tribal language.
The novel part of this paper is that we will
not be sharing any vocabulary instead we will
use distinct vocabularies for the parent and
child models. A shared vocabulary will not
work in our case as some of the parent models
don’t share lexical features with the child
model. We will also incorporate encoder and
decoder layer freezing and how they impact
the performance of our child model.

During our training, we train our NMT
model on high resource data and this is called
our parent model. Then we will be using the
parent model to train the child model on low-
resource data using the transfer learning ap-
proach.

3.1 Model Architecture
We will use the Transformer Sequence-to-
Sequence model (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom,
2013) as proposed by (Vaswani et al., 2017)
Initially we will train three different par-
ent models namely English-Kannada, English-
Marathi, and English-Gujarati. As there was
no existing data available on Lambani, so

Figure 2: Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) ar-
chitecture

it was mostly a manual process. The par-
ent model will be used to fine-tune the child
model. We will also use the parent model to
try and understand the role of language relat-
edness in transfer learning.

For both the models we will be using Trans-
former model (Vaswani et al., 2017) containing
six encoder and six decoder layers and eight
attention heads. The tokenization method is
SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018)
which produces a vocabulary of 32,000 for ev-
ery parent model and 4000 for the child model.
The parent languages pair are chosen based on
similarity. As explained above we have two
models. All our languages are summarized in
the table below. Without modifying the ar-
chitecture of the MT models, the architecture
of the parent models is identical to the child
model. As for hyper-parameters we have a
beam search width of five. The batch size is
set to 25. The parent models are trained for
500000 steps on Samanantar dataset (Ramesh
et al., 2021). The average checkpoint with the
lowest validation loss is then selected. For all
our experiments we will be using OpenNMT-tf
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the entire process

Language Sentence Vocab
Source Target Source Target
English Kannada 4M 32K 32K
English Marathi 3.32M 32K 32K
English Gujrati 3M 32K 32K
English Lambani 6K 4K 6K

Table 1: Details of the dataset used for our experi-
ment. Here, vocab means vocabulary of the Source
and target language

by Google (Klein et al., 2017).

4 Dataset

In our experiment, we are be mainly working
on a low-resource dataset. We consider Lam-
bani as a very low-resource language reason
being that no text-based resources are avail-
able to the best of our knowledge. While
Kannada, Marathi, and Gujrati are consid-
ered to be medium resources languages. The
size of the dataset is given in table 1. Prepar-
ing the Lambani dataset was mostly a man-
ual process. (a) Firstly raw sentences were
extracted from NCERT books (Upreti et al.,
2014) and Wikipedia articles (Wikipedia con-
tributors, 2022). (b) Then the sentences were
pre-processed and longer sentences were re-
moved. Most of the sentences in our dataset
are within 6-10 words. We have also re-
moved any semantically or syntactically in-
correct sentences (c) Then the sentences were
translated by a Lambani native speaker and
was quality checked by other Lambani native
speakers. Almost similar level of prepossess-
ing was followed for the parent Pairs, sen-

Language Role Train Test Valid
Kannada Parent 3.5M 0.5M 0.5M
Marathi Parent 3M 0.15M 0.15M
Gujrati Parent 2.7M 0.15M 0.15M
Lambani Child 5.4K 0.3K 0.3K

Table 2: Details of the number of sentences in the
Train, Validation and Test

Language Pair Transfer Baseline
Parent-Pair Child-Pair Valid Test Parent-only
EN-KN EN-LA 9.90 13.28 17.2
EN-MR EN-LA 8.44 10.25 14.4
EN-GU EN-LA 9.88 12.24 15.5

Table 3: Our transfer learning method applied to
various parent models. Note that we are getting
the best BLEU(Papineni et al., 2002) score when
kannada is treated as the Parent model.

Language Pair Transfer
Encoder Decoder

Parent-Pair Child-Pair Valid Test Valid Test
EN-KN EN-LA 12.42 14.25 7.64 11.78
EN-MR EN-LA 11.44 14.43 7.56 10.23
EN-GU EN-LA 9.93 14.83 7.37 9.93

Table 4: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score ob-
tained by freezing the first five layers of encoder
and the decoder. If we compare it with our previ-
ous transfer result from Table 2. we can see that
we are getting better performance while encoder is
frozen.

tences with less than three words and with
more than 100 words are removed from the
parent dataset, along with that any ’URLs’
and unknown characters are also removed.

4.1 Experiments
For our experiments, we are using Kannada,
Marathi, and Gujrati models as our parent
models. All three of these parent models has
almost similar dataset size. While our child
pair contains only 6000 sentence pairs. As
mentioned above the parent model was trained
for 500K steps while the child model is trained
for 50K steps.We are representing the models
with a pair of source and target codes. For ex-
ample, the English-to-Kannada is denoted by
EN-Kn and transfer learning models will be
represented as EN-XX-LA (where XX repre-
sents the target code). The size of the vocab-
ularies used for all these models are also given
in Table 1.

For both the parent and child model we have
used English as the common language (that

English Lambani
Test 7.0% 6.7%
Validation 6.3% 5.2%

Table 5: Details of vocabulary overlap of the Test
and Validation set with the training set
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means EN-XX). Table 3. summarizes the var-
ious results from both the high-resource and
low-resource languages. From the table we can
see that we get the best performance when
EN-KN is used as the parent model. with a
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score of almost
9.9 on the validation set and 13.28 on the test
set. This score is expected as the data used in
this experiment was collected from Lambani
speakers located in Karnataka. So, their lan-
guage would be influenced by Kannada lan-
guage. Further, the score is not restricted to
related language when EN-GU pair we reach a
score of 9.88 a -0.02 over the best performing
pair. Now we interpret that these two BLEU
scores are almost comparable. For the EN-MR
we are seeing the worst performance which is
almost -1.44 degradation over the best model
indicating that EN-MR is the least related lan-
guage as compared to Lambani.
Freezing analysis in Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) shows an improvement in per-
formance (Eberhard and Zesch, 2021). Moti-
vated by the study we have applied it in the
current Machine Translation study. Details of
freezing and experimental setup is explained
in section 5. Figs 4, 5 and 6 show the BLEU
score curves on the validation set for all the
three parent models. In all of the three plots
we can see that we are getting better perfor-
mance when we are freezing the first five layers
of the encoder (represented in ’orange’ color).
Whereas freezing the layers in the decoder may
not help in improving the performance as can
be noticed from the plot (represented in ’green’
color) over the baseline performance (repre-
sented by ’blue’ color)
The baselines are models trained entirely on
parent data. Table 3. also summarizes the re-
sults on the Test which are quite higher com-
pared to the validation set, we think this may
be due to higher vocabulary overlap between
the Training and Test sets as given in table 5.

5 Freezing

5.1 Freezing encoder layers
We are interested to measure the overall
change in performance upon freezing the en-
coder layers. We perform continued training
while freezing the layers of the encoder(i.e.
keeping the layers fixed to the values while

Sr.No. Sentence

1

Source I do nothing on Sundays.
Ground Truth ಮ ರ ಾ ರ್ ಾಂ ಕರು .
Transliterated Sentence ma ravivaarer kaanyi karuni.
EN-KN-LA ಾಂ ರ ಾ ೕರ ಾಂ ಕ .
EN-MR-LA ರ ಾ ೕರ ಾ ಕ?
EN-GU-LA ಮ ರ ಾ ೕರ ಾಂ ಕರು?

2

Source I get up early in the morning
Ground Truth ಮಪ ಾರ್ ಜ ದ್ ವ ಟುಚು.
Transliterated Sentence ma parbaati jaldi vutuchu.
EN-KN-LA ಮಪ ಾರ್ ಜ ದ್ ವ ಟುಚು
EN-MR-LA ಮಪ ಾರ್ ಜ ದ್ ವ ೕ
EN-GU-LA ಮಪ ಾರ್ ಜ ದ್ ವ ೕ

Table 6: Some example sentences from all the three
parent models along with transliterated sentences

training the child model while adapting the
rest of the components). The results are shown
in Table 4. For all of the language pairs, we are
seeing a performance improvement. For the
EN-MR-LA model, we are seeing the largest
improvement in performance followed by EN-
KN-LA (+3 BLEU and +2.52 BLEU respec-
tively) on the validation set. This increase in
performance may be because the initial few
layers of a model are generally well trained.
This shows that by freezing the encoder during
training, the model can find a local minimum
that is better than the one when the models
are transfer learned.

5.2 Freezing the decoder layers
If we freeze the entire decoder layer it is no-
ticed that the results are inferior. From Table
4. we can see that for all the models we are
getting degradation in performance when the
decoder is frozen. We can see the largest drop
in performance occur in the case of EN-KN
(-3.8) followed by EN-GU (-2.56) on the vali-
dation set. One interesting thing to note here
and also can be seen from the curves Fig 4,
5, and 6 is that the BLEU score on the val-
idation set for all the models are very close
to one another (an experiment we keep for
future study). This reduction in the perfor-
mance may be because the layers in the de-
coder need more training as compared to the
Encoder as the final layers of the model are
more task-specific.

6 Future work
Although there may have been a couple of re-
search on transfer language of related and un-
related languages there is very little research
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Figure 4: BLEU score curves on the val set for
EN-GU as parent

Figure 5: BLEU score curves on the val set for
EN-KN as parent

Figure 6: BLEU score curves on the val set for
EN-MR as parent

as to why transfer learning is giving better re-
sults for related languages from a linguistic
perspective. As in our case Lambanis a no-
madic tribe before they settled in the modern
state of Karnataka. As a result, the language
is morphologically rich and may share some
linguistic similarities with other language.
According to (Edunov et al., 2018) adding
noise to the training data has improved Neu-
ral Machine Translation. The same idea can
be applied to our model. We can randomly
drop words from the training data and replace
them with filler words in order for the model to
learn better. Noisy sentence help in learning
as it makes it harder to predict translation.

7 Conclusion
Our experiment is limited to a transfer learn-
ing method between closely related languages.
From our experiments, we are seeing much
better performance when similar languages
are taken for transfer learning while for un-
related languages we are not seeing a drastic
change in BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score
which may be because of our dataset size of
all the parent models is almost similar. We
have further improved our model performance
by incorporating encoder freezing and reached
a performance improvement of +3 over the
EN-MR-LA model. From our experiments
we also notice that freezing the decoder is
reducing the performance. This may be
because the decoder needs more data than an
encoder.
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